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When I (Lynell) started lizzie photo in 2009, it was just me.  
In 2012 just before we married, my husband joined me in 
photographing weddings.  Now, with two young daughters 
and a far more hectic life, I serve as the primary and solo 
shooter for lizzie photo. 

Just as my family has grown and evolved, so has my 
approach to photographing weddings.  My utmost 
importance in your day is providing flexibility for you to 
experience your day fully, knowing it will be captured artfully, 
but without it feeling performative or forced.

Now that I’ve been photographing weddings for well over 
a decade, I’ve come to see the most important parts of 
the day aren’t just the fancy details, but the tiny moments - 
because those moments have meaning, and those are the 
true memories..

Thank you for considering me as part of your wedding day - 
it is always appreciated to be part of such an important day.

- Lynell

fun facts about me:

I have visited 14 different countries (some of them multiple 
times).
i love learning languages (i’ve attempted 3 - french, dutch 
and spanish -  but spanish is the one i love, and am 
currently studying. 

Speaking of spanish, spain is my favorite place to visit. i’ve 
been five times and counting!

i have two lovely daughters, (eleanor and lillian) and a 
fabulous husband who can talk your ear off about beer and 
bourbon, and the cutest puppy, Firkin.

I love cooking (traditional western european is my favorite 
style).

I’m a montessori mom and substitute teacher in my “free” 
time.

 

about me



about me

6 hours of 
continuous coverage
full gallery 
of images for 
download/printing/
sharing

$3500
 

8 hours continuous coverage
full gallery of images for 
download/printing/sharing

$4500

package one

investment

package two



 

Hourly:services  - $600 
(local only, minimum 2 hours, ideal for 
elopements and small weddings)

Additional hours (added to packages)  - 
$550 

SECOND SHOOTER (up to 8 hours) - $700

ENGAGEMENT SESSION - $550 (LOCAL TO GR)

10x10 album - $1100

a 
la 

carte



 

Lizzie Photo/Lynell Miller does not discriminate 
on the basis of sexual orientation, gender 
identity or expression, race, ethnicity, national 
origin, mental or physical ability, age or religion.

you’re safe with me


